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Al-Mustaqim foundation is located in the majority of Hinduism religion. The foundation is still running despite many obstacles which become barrier in the management of wakaf. This foundation has some educational institutions, business and social that is wakaf. Based on the explanation, the researcher formulates the problem of study as follow: 1) How the management of wakaf in the Al-Mustaqim foundation? 2) How the development of wakaf in Al-Mustaqim foundation?

This study uses empirical research with a qualitative approach. Empirical research is the research based on the result of interview and observation in field as primary data. Whereas, the reference which related to research focus and documentation research as secondary data. The data has been collected will be processed and analyzed appropriate with research steps.

Based on the result of this study that has been done in Al-Mustaqim foundation, 1) The management of wakaf in Al-Mustaqim foundation manage the wakaf appropriate with the goal, function and utility. The goal of this management to prosperity of society and give the knowledge for many people. 2) The development of wakaf in this foundation started since 1991 to present. The management of wakaf in this foundation has social institution and educational institutions, such as playgroup, kindergarten, junior high school, senior high school, and pesantren. Al-Mustaqim foundation share the wakaf crop to foundation and the students of pesantren Al-Mustaqim. Because Al-Mustaqim foundation is located in Hinduism society, therefore this case become obstacle and challenge to manage the wakaf. The main challenge to manage the wakaf is economy. Majority of Hinduism society give fund for them. If we look from religious communities sides, there is no influence to manage the wakaf because the harmony of inter-faith in this village is very high. In addition, the support of the community also makes Yayasan Al-Mustaqim still developing his foundation until now.